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Abstract: Find the spark late Zmanyst conceptual development and actual production in the field of wealth and 
power in the field of international political economy was established. In this chapter the first spark of such 
evolutionary change in attitude towards the economy Fyvdalyth Mrkantlysty we witnessed. So the slogan is 
achieved wealth business to strengthen the basic paradigm of political power became the beginning of the 
Renaissance era and especially focus his attention and focus on this basis can be. Especially in this time of year 
feudal and automatically and noticeably large Zmyndaran kings declined. Areas gradually change the concept figure 
Adam Smith and the Industrial Revolution RSS, so that the everyone to the point he calls the production of wealth is 
caused. Although this view that wealth and power from the trade and production, especially as a matter of double 
circuit colonization were considered, but any of these periods very close relationship between the paradigm of 
wealth and power components to be Mtbadr eyes. But today the vast changes that formed the basic needs re-look at 
power and wealth and its relations with the economy and we are Mhvrsyast. It seems that the present context of 
knowledge production Activities are power and wealth. Therefore, this article reviews the mechanisms and effective 
layer Ngahdarndh to as intellectual property rights has been paid. 
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Introduction:  

What world are we living? In today's world one 
of the fundamental human concerns, including access 
to superior technology in order to surround the area's 
natural environment and inevitably expand their 
power and superiority over others. Perhaps not 
unreasonable that power and wealth throughout 
history by the access control technology and 
knowledge from other people and also the knowledge 
and new technologies to power and wealth has led 
countries. 

World Trade Organization in 1995 after 
completion of the Uruguay Round negotiations (94-
1986) was established within the commercial aspects 
of the agreements, intellectual property rights (thrips) 
was passed in the watershed of its kind on the 
international political economy comes of. The 
agreement to discuss intellectual property rights as 
one of the three main base work up to the World 
Trade Organization on the subject goods and services 
also consider this to be his.  

This happens in developed countries and 
developing relations enter new phase and the 
construction and Mravdat other words, interactions 
and new symphony Kshkmsh North - South in the 
international scene maker. Generally, intellectual 
property rights of international regimes. Experience 
international regime to be open late nineteenth 
century. 

Since then, dozens of conventions and 
international agreement to protect intellectual property 
rights signed their peak in the industrial countries in 
the Uruguay Round efforts that show the new 
competition in the field Gr is Vqdrt economy.  

Hence the question So basically what a 
relationship between two concepts "knowledge" and 
"power" is and who Vtht how this process conditions 
and control it Qhryh tool of dominion into other 
countries can, including one of the most important 
issues means that must be answered. 

As we know that the explosion Drjhany live 
network information with a wide range of research 
and development units in large factories in the daily 
management we have. Important military field led to 
the collection efforts in order to excel rambunctious 
way to one side as she yields to the military and war 
fighting today in the classical areas of technological 
and modern weapons and the role and the process 
leading research units and development in the way 
increasingly has increased. In such a short description 
of global competition is the question of principle 
Mtbadr Government what mechanisms can in this way 
Vakhtraat superiority and its success in front of the 
stage and kept the use of other forces and the 
government can. We saved the Constitution assumed 
the monopoly of the modern world is resorting to 
intellectual property rights. So it can be legal as a two-
edge sword can remember. Pasdarndh the rights of a 
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blade and razor Mvlfyn Vmkhtryn Brdarndh 
advantage and the other in political and economic 
hegemony. What are the titles of the saw to hold these 
rights as basic technological monopoly of wealth and 
power and maintaining political and economic 
superiority is used. Therefore, in this paper to arrive 
So the main question we answer that: 

Intellectual property rights affect the relations 
between North - South is how? Then how the major 
powers to intellectual property rights surrounding new 
technologies Brmhyt Science Vkntrl process in order 
to preserve their power in international political 
economy use? I aim to support their Alvaq Fi Elite 
science is knowledge within their country? Or 
intellectual property rights as a legal basis and legal, 
technology transfer to developing countries gives the 
control to keep this way in addition to their 
dependence crevasse fields between rich and poor 
countries also give deeper. So while the concept of 
historical study of power and wealth position of 
intellectual property rights in modern international 
political economy that will.  

The historical evolution of the concept of power 
and wealth: 

Always related to very long times of wealth and 
power as one of the most important relationships in 
human society that many thinkers and sociologists 
have been political. Identify the trajectory is so 
important that many Brannd should not be any 
distinction between the ruling power elite considered 
wealthy. Therefore, with the aim to change Vakavy 
political and economic relations and the wealthy 
ruling elite and how Mtnfz Vnfvz their effect on the 
masses means that we will have references.  

Occident medieval put behind the evolution of 
social systems, political and economic revolution and 
help agriculture, industrial revolution and new 
innovations of the lead orb kills other nations. The 
mid-fifteenth century bourgeois system of production 
and the economy was gradually international field in 
which Europe will be played the central role. Powers, 
Spain, Portugal, Netherlands, France, Germany and 
Britain each different levels and different areas of the 
world began to exploit other nations in which aspects 
of colonialism and exploitation of other nations all is 
well. With the global war first and second European 
order gradually lost their function and eventually the 
United States take delivery of the hegemony of 
Europe established the American era of peace.  

So pay basic power and wealth and resources of 
production requirements will be our first. That study 
caused by the historical course of power and wealth in 
new era paid to intellectual property rights as a factor 
Pasdarndh hegemony north - south of the charges. Not 
out of intellectual property rights belongs to the 
fifteenth century until the late nineteenth century, 

mainly as national laws and sometimes bilateral 
relations between countries to define and was carried. 
Collection in light of political developments, 
particularly economic, social and industrial revolution 
and expansion of trade and growth, urbanization and 
integration of civil law in the west of the early 
decades of 1880's first and most important 
international documents protect intellectual property 
rights was formed (Hossein Nowruz, 1386, p. 51). 
Therefore, in the course of historical evolution of 
power relations and wealth paid and then the subject 
knowledge and technology and information monopoly 
and Stewardship information using leverage legal and 
legitimate intellectual property rights in the era into 
the subject of this article, we will. 

A) During the Middle Ages "era Fyvdalyth»  
If the triangle as a model of power in medieval 

society improve. Obvious characteristics of the 
community were i: Zmyndaran relationship with the 
peasantry and the main producers of wealth was land. 
So that wealth was obtained from the earth axis 
Fyvdalyth specific community and economic 
perspective of wealth and power production. Kaiser 
rule or dictatorship of Caesar and he also depends on 
such a large part to the development of the economy 
and engage in wealth. The sovereignty of the other 
masters such ideological context of the Church must 
be to strengthen the military began.  

Axis operation and production base of wealth 
was obtained from the earth, ie work on agricultural 
lands and the exploitation of any further effort and 
wage them masters of their increase was satisfied the 
conditions been created and brought order to the 
existing maintain. So were forced to two other arm of 
the turbulence and change society immune to 
celebrate why paying taxes and strengthening 
Artshhay Caesar and his mercenaries from a basic 
hand and power فائق���������ھ government to prevent and 
suppress the evolution of mass revolutions were to 
strengthen and the other masters to strengthen world 
church the way to justify continued production of 
existing wealth from the masters were provided. 
Therefore, either political or religious arm of the kind 
in his pledge to maintain status quo and prevent 
change are found. Renaissance and the philosophy of 
the late fifteenth century, all aspects of life to contain 
Western Europe was caused flourishing artistic, 
literary, political and social will. Although many of 
these periods shall be referred to the dark age, but 
now someone other than the Middle Ages with the 
traits mentioned means does not know all that many 
new developments in medieval Europe has been 
formed in the same period (Zhylsvn, p. 10, unique). 

Some of the fundamental transformation fields 
provide conditions making this change. War Cross 
(1291-1095) and wars centennial (1453-1340) 
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between England and France have the necessary 
impact on the Europeans into them for profound 
change in the triangle's sides there was a ruling 
prepared (ligulae.1974. p18).  

Therefore, such areas were Sazyhayy lead to 
changes in its economic base, political and religious is 
formed gradually with the formation involved in 
maritime trade and economy, and religious reform 
Rfvrm changes in the infrastructure of society be 
created. Staff movement influenced their institutions 
so that people worship superstition Will Durant in this 
area is acknowledged that the biggest growth 
superstition worship science courses in medieval and 
early Renaissance (Will Durant, pp 603-600, 1381). In 
fact, decades when the spirit of 1620 reached Bzhvr 
staff and believe magic closed depart from public 
opinion and influence thought and rationalism of 
Descartes slowly conquer birth was a classic 
European Tour (Hamline, p. 33, 1371).  

B) the trade Mrkantalysty: 
Slavery and feudalism as a way of producing 

special relationship based on the time Europe specific 
issues, land, labor and capital had had its unique 
context and medieval political system and legal 
compliance and will fit (o. C. Hunt, 1381, p. 37-43). 
As revolutionary Portugal and Spain, as Christopher 
Columbus and the conquest Dryanvrdany shape 
backgrounds and accessories ethics and the spirit of 
capitalism and European Saman be transformed 
(Daniel Rvzyds, 1381). Another milestone on the 
international development system has simultaneously 
notable phenomenon nation - leading the government 
the results of thirty years of religious wars in Europe 
and coagulation Westphalia peace treaty (1648), 
respectively.  

After the medieval real differences and struggles 
between the time feudal class and new middle class 
that day was more developed and receives more 
power. Will depend on the ground floor and feudal 
Mfhvmsh was the main source of wealth that has 
Earth. But now a new type of wealth and new 
resources came to be no communication with Earth. 
This wealth of market, trade and commerce, 
especially sailing by emerging class was obtained and 
also create new orders resulting in the production of 
wealth and power that day incidence of the 
importance and power of this class was added. 
<<Domination of the seas Europe gave the world free 
of Tachndyn century continued>> (Brvdl, p. 402, 
1372). 

School of Calvinism in the religious movement 
was created to enshrine private accumulation of 
wealth and harassment based on this motivation that 
trade flourished. Profit motive discover new ways to 
save the sea and the movement in this Mrkantalysty 
was Vshkvfa Nzj was. Business travel to any country 

which was entered, be rich, and this event was thought 
that wealth is due to trade (Namazi, p. 44, 1384). 

This school half of the sixteenth century to the 
eighteenth century was widespread and the creation of 
the largest invasive nature, hostility, competition and 
colonial economic system was capitalism. Opinion 
appropriate school Mrkantlysty Although the 
increasing importance of trade and prosperity for 
International Exchange formed, but in turn in the 
evolution of the capitalist economic system and even 
create business fields for the emergence of industrial 
capitalist economic system role was notable.  

This school does not set opinions and more 
coherent political economy is a provider and more to 
determine economic policy deals. Economic policy 
objectives of the school achieving wealth and fame 
are summarized, and since the only factor in creating 
wealth business knows, the most Mqrart situation was 
the same field. All of these regulations is to create a 
positive trade balance, which causes their balance of 
payments is positive. Positive trade balance through 
Mrkantalystha countries saw gold run to other 
countries the same cause in itself undermine the 
country of gold and been out of power by the country 
where gold was been compiled. 

On the basis of Mrkantalystha Mmnvythayshan 
were three focus areas:  

• Prohibition of goods and ready made as the 
cause of unemployment was the country.  

• Prohibition of export of raw materials that 
undermine the industry due to lack of raw materials 
were inside.  

• Prohibition of immigration specialist forces 
abroad.  

The proposals also naturally he focused on three 
cases:  

• export goods made out and ready to use that 
cause job creation was inside.  

• Importing raw materials for production and 
provided set Bngahay ultimately increase production.  

• Attracting the foreign expert in progress at the 
same time domestic production led to regression of 
immigrants was FirstGov. 

These cases indicate the range of European 
economic issues is a few hundred years ago and in 
fact the progress that we now witness the result of the 
economy and the achievements of Europeans from 
centuries ago is (Lazhvzhy, pp 24 and 25, 1367).  

Most European countries which had trade 
capitalism for power and having a positive trade 
balance Mrkantlysty action policies were applied, and 
soon conflicts of interest and conflicts between them 
intensified. Jng·hayy wars between European 
countries such as England or the Netherlands and 
England and France and between Portugal and Spain 
also occurred due to the conflict of interest was from 
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Mrkantlysty thinking. Leading the school in France 
and Jean Klbr body, and in England, and Cromwell, 
Elizabeth I, Drhlnd Dlakvrt, Friedrich II in Germany 
and Maria were Trzya. Later, gradually these goals 
through colonial Asian and African countries that 
supply the British and to include the Netherlands and 
Spain and Italy and France and Germany in Africa 
and Asia such as India and South Africa mentioned. 
To the capitalist countries could simultaneously 
provide raw material prices and negligible use of 
inexpensive labor colonies their markets for goods 
made large sales to these countries to find the form 
and its economy flourished Bbkhshnd (the same 
Origin, 45).  

As mentioned above, we have the most 
important concept that can save Europeans risk and 
move them towards the sea borders in other areas of 
the atmosphere, attitude based on knowledge and 
innovation was their. However, fields such as political 
formation and integrity more than ever a nation and 
new innovations, especially navigation and 
willingness to expand trade and promote Christianity 
with religious missionaries use the tool presence was 
considered and quickly during the fifteenth century to 
create conditions of great kings of Spain and Portugal 
divided the world between your were. Increased 
capital and increased interest led to the formation of 
the imperial trade school (Mrkantlysm) was 
(Mohammad Taghi Qzlsfly, p. 84 and 85, 1386).  

Mrkantylysm also especially remarkable is that 
this view of the economic and political concerns with 
his attitude problem, security and the role of central 
government to provide market and protect the security 
of a nation at all Ashkalsh. Different reading Anglo - 
American and Asian Mrkantlysm value of a negative 
sum game of economic competition as a form of war 
that have some winners and some losers.  

Idea of making government and government 
intervention in economic affairs to national security in 
this approach is essential. All military facilities serve 
national interests. Power and wealth in the loss and 
Karvyzhh wealth and security by the government is. 
John Becker German Mrkantylyst always believed 
that it is better goods be sold to others, rather than be 
bought from others. Advantage because the first and 
the second vulnerability gives. Classic Mrkantylysm 
that more wealth and power through foreign trade 
unequal Tmrkzdasht, the development of economic 
nationalism that gave domestic national economy.  

The emergence Nvmrkantylysm period after 
World War II Vgstrsh mutual economic dependence, 
free trade and open markets that led to a conundrum 
for the government, Robert Gylpyn considerable 
comment and reflect the logic of dominion and control 
of the state although the process of economic 

development and accumulation of capital is 
considered (GilpinT.1983. pp.10-11).  

So serious mobility in society have occurred 
medieval Europe was the result of attitude change 
produced wealth and political power ultimately links 
with the economic wealth. Eighteenth-century 
developments, however, many problems emerged in 
the implementation and accuracy of trades people 
Opinion Opinion them in the halo and ambiguity Shbk 
made. The industrial revolution transformed society 
infrastructure construction and foundation of a new 
economic system in which employers, industrial, 
merchant capitalists were replaced.  

B) the Industrial Revolution, and Adam Smith's 
theory: 

In the late eighteenth century the industrial 
capitalist economies gradually the major capitalist 
domination and before all the UK found no serious 
attacks on trade under fire great classical economists 
such as James Mill, Ricardo and Adam Smith were 
particularly. 

Revolution of the eighteenth century in 1750 
with the invention and application of steam and then 
invented the internal combustion machines with face 
began to transform the world. As a result, the 
Industrial Revolution, not only factories, steam and 
internal combustion machines were equipped with 
production and increased efficiency, but these 
machines on land and sea transportation systems of 
Cheyenne also put in place. Ships sail instead of using 
force cars were large and railways were built and 
around. This language was the way Great Britain, 
although its roots can be thought throughout Europe 
and soul search to explore the Renaissance era. 
Eighteenth century industrial revolution in the field of 
vaccine change frequency and structure of social 
relations, particularly in industrial countries, the 
effects in many arrested in international relations. 
Industrial capitalism was not worthy of big capitalists 
in a way of increasing the area's economy and politics 
for breach and sought to advance their interests 
influence politics and power and access to the raw 
intensity of the colonial policies Bkhshydnd 
(Kapylnsky and others, 1373, p. 184). 

Smith's life before the Industrial Revolution was, 
when the theory was dominant in Europe Tea Soda. 
Before the Industrial Revolution, Adam Smith's 
principles and mechanisms of supply and demand 
theory and the invisible hand of power production, not 
to discuss business. The bourgeois paradigm 
somewhat after the Renaissance movement, based on 
business power in the range question. 

The result was the way to produce free and open 
competition among producers is. Conflict of interest 
between the capitalist led to pro bono gap between the 
two occurs. To cause this difference the more 
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capitalist profit trying to be more appropriate to take 
your pocket. Low income workers and reduce their 
purchasing power with excess production companies 
the need to cause crisis in society, learn the proper 
way should be on this situation. Placing Marx as the 
crisis in the capitalist society has to learn, so that 
markets outside the country were interested. But for 
this purpose financier will need to ensure power, so 
that the most important capitalists and the largest 
independent worker processors were state taxes were 
off. Thus, economic domination of the capitalists also 
achieved political dominance (Mohammad Ali 
consistory, p.204, 1381). 

Adam Smith was the first person that all your 
effort has economic theory is devoted altogether, 
many of his famous theories were unprecedented and 
exquisite. But he is the first person that a 
comprehensive and systematic economic theory that 
provide sufficiently accurate and could rule and basic 
and essential for future progress in this field is. 
Bymnasbt reason may not be said that if the "wealth 
of nations" new studies about the starting point of 
political economy. One of the great achievements of 
this book was that many of the past Zdvd whirligig. 
Smith's theory that old Svdagranh the importance of 
the economy could be a situation in which the large 
size of the gold supply was emphasized, was 
discussed. Similarly, the book mentioned the theory 
that the earth who knew the unique source of wealth 
(Fyzyvkratha) Shmrd rejected. And instead of all of 
them great importance on increasing production 
through the division of labor that could come there 
and Outdated and arbitrary government restrictions 
that prevent industrial development was attacked 
(Parviz Asadi, p. 1213, 1368). 

During the period 1820 to 1914, important 
developments occurred in the global economy. In 
these years, industrial and agricultural growth, 
development and transportation facilities, capital 
accumulation, growth of foreign investment, growth 
rates of immigration within and outside the region, 
expanding free trade, monetary and payments system 
development with artificial fluctuations in world 
economic affairs happen took the resultant economic 
development and export a kind of colonialism was 
organized and all the consequences such a link 
between economic power, capitalists rule the world 
power that day is significant (AG Kenwood, 1975, 
pp.145-158).  

D) the technological revolution: 
One of the most important topics that this topic 

will be considered, the concept of evolution and thus 
stimulate the production of wealth and economic 
power inevitably political circle from such a change is 
conceptual. Around us today so that movement of the 
control of wealth production knowledge and 

technology obtained quickly and the circle within the 
field of core economic policy is also Kshanydh. 
Paradigm of industrial production of wealth is 
achieved serious changes to the production of wealth 
of knowledge and innovative industrial and 
technological monopoly producer from national 
governments into knowledge and support has been. 

So that the major powers in recent years, 
particularly the United States to control the flow of 
technology across borders, using WTO rules Vgat 
(now WTO) is the target. Result these efforts include 
financial support and moral rights and intellectual 
property made to the way you through registration and 
protection operation license, trademarks and patent 
rights of an invention or idea is used monopoly 
peaceful. 

The competition between major powers in a way 
that works and can be consequences from it developed 
the powers, especially Japan and the United States to 
consider as well. Now the question here is the opinion 
Mtbadr whether competition between the powers are 
developed in order to protect the rights and Inventors 
Mbtkryn and ultimately lead to control development 
in order songs been in developing nations around the 
center of the current dependence on the In the present 
world to the other files, and will control.  

In today's world powers including car transport 
situation and state of mental ability in that situation 
envisioned its development based on agriculture and 
the economy Fyvdalyth full advantage, can even 
industrial development dimension in the development 
of the agricultural sector also covered their Qrardhd. 
But the fundamental components to ensure industrial 
development that contain superior wealth and national 
power will also inventions and discoveries and how to 
preserve and protect them, which appears in the status 
of industrial countries except the other way and 
invention There is no exploration (List, 1996, pp.201-
202). 

So the cycle technology development strategy 
can be effective in different countries can be primarily 
profit groups and the nation are the ability to create 
and benefit from using different methods and the 
sciences have. Paul Kennedy continued to interpret for 
those of technology and political culture are not 
prepared the necessary capacity, change Zyanhayy 
That the response focuses on. (Kennedy. 1993. P.15) 

Today, scientists and engineers to help us do 
things may not be made in the past and even imagine 
that they thought it was not human. Vagary of the 
facts has become completely and we dare say that the 
new technological revolution and the information 
deeper than the nineteenth century was the Industrial 
Revolution. All impact the Industrial Revolution in 
the nineteenth century, this fact lead us to make a 
deep impact on international political economy has 
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created, so that the pattern of wealth and power has 
changed. So review scientific and technological 
revolution today in the international political economy 
is very important, because compared with the 
industrial revolution revolution far broader, faster and 
more global sections of the life of the world is more 
effective.  

One of the immediate effects of this revolution is 
the basic slogan promising that "the knowledge, 
ability is." Ways to reach people so that knowledge 
through scientific understanding and technology 
developed to control often can a relative advantage in 
global markets may have allowed them to dominate 
the political and economic process to.  

Thus, as seen in recent decades have been three 
major trends in international economic level are 
visible. Prime knowledge and technology and 
important in determining the success of wealth and 
economic power, political influence far more than 
natural resources capable of growing technology 
needs. Second, change the speed of technology is 
constantly increasing. However, machines and 
computers, especially long life, but are short of 
economic life must be replaced because the stronger 
and more useful products and ultimately give you 
more knowledge and technology to rapidly expand its 
territory to, so revolutionary computers and 
communications has made it possible to dynamically 
information and ideas in business and among 
countries throughout the world is to help move data. 

These three trends have been caused as a basis in 
the world today is in the formation cycle of wealth, 
power and wealth of knowledge to those who obtained 
it and will have the ability to create it has control. So 
people, companies and nations that advanced 
technology can not or can not become a permanent 
resident than others to progress inevitably from 
behind as the competition.  

The topic with Robert Rich interpreted the book 
"nations work" of the world wanted to end that such 
statement is to: Science and Technology International 
class system gives. People and nations have two floors 
and Ndara placed as regards how they can be its 
global network to place in the future. (Reich, 1991)  

Knowledge and technology base of power and 
wealth:  

With a little hesitant to come in the knowledge 
and technology play an important part in the 
international political economy has increased. 
Dramatic change technical information, computer, 
satellite Vayntrnt all political, social, cultural and 
economical for most countries is overshadowed, so 
that today most political and legal sovereignty means 
your old lost attempts. Government - nations 
continuously throughout the serious challenge 
traditional concepts they pay (Ali Asghar Kazemi, 

1380, p. 234). As the speed of technological change 
has great significance for the people, the importance 
of commercial companies are Dvchndany importance, 
because for them Cave brings power and wealth. So 
get more wealth and pre-empt market companies need 
the knowledge and technology have control over their 
operation to exploit others Brdaryha and technological 
advantages without paying the costs means to prevent. 
Computers in the Revolutionary era and ease of 
transport information and transport achievements and 
technological advances knowledge and modern 
production processes cause others to control hard to 
achieve this progress has been hands. 

Therefore, new ways had to invent and produce 
new products, control technology is extremely 
important. Not surprising that the control information 
in the international political economy made into a 
very important topic and all the capacity to generate 
wealth and power is based on focusing on.  

Here should be a central topic of how people and 
property acquisition and related objects of wealth and 
power around the perspectives of various thinkers, 
although we have transient. As you know, in Islam, 
although the main property for God has been the main 
owner of Hazrat Barytaly, but according to the 
principles of jurisprudence Tslyt rule, the right 
acquisition for humans is considered according to rule 
Lazrar, dignity, and money and family are human 
beings with respect. Argued that based on everyone 
the right to own any occupation that has the opposite 
direction is not. This principle of Prophetic Hadith 
accepted by all Muslims "الن�����اس Msltvn Ali 
Amvalhm" is taken. Maliki to any right of any seizure 
of assets and has the exploitation, unless the law is the 
exception (Article 30 Civil Code). Thus Tslyt rule in 
Article 30 has been moved to civil law (Jafari Anchor 
1374, p. 153).  

In Christianity and the Middle Ages this church 
was considered masters and their property, some 
people are Ngrystnd doubt seen the lowest people in 
the legal right to control Amvalshan were not in 
dispute over ownership insofar as private Jean Dvpary 
the priest became an important issue. At this time 
there was Dvnzr:  

Fransyskn that the concept rejected private 
property. And ownership and legal competence of the 
absolute God knew. Church property in this sect 
believed the property owner is not the church, but it is 
manager and steward. Dominican Fransyskn also 
believe the optional King and church property type 
not know, but people knew Amvalshan private 
landlord. Among the private ownership origin Jean 
Dvpary work through the process of acquisition of 
human knowledge and knew the man by his 
realization that brings. The king, not country, not pop 
owner did not know, but no member of the Shah and 
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Hafiz church have obtained the charity work of others 
is common property and assets it said. The only 
people knew what the owner's business are achieved 
(Kamal Pouladi, pp 180 and 181, 1382). 

In the history of international political economy, 
private ownership of Marxist Subject seriously 
challenged with the negation of private property that 
can be said of one of the innate human endowment 
were trying to use the bridge to socialism, ie 
communism Utopia his final step put. Idea that 
socialist systems of life today and almost Bagzsht 
thinkers importance of private property and its 
significance in the field of social life have insist.  

Marx and his ideas sound ideas is critical that in 
addition to a whole system of capitalist private 
ownership and monitoring area of human dominion 
over the objects in their opinions were. He identified 
in connection with the New Economy and how 
disease in the field of private ownership of the 
economy as a social infrastructure of human society to 
learn, he Fradst society into classes and subordinate 
division and first role as a coherent economic (wealth) 
in to learn the fate of political community. He rates 
the dominant class in the rates of economic benefit of 
power and knowledge invokes a comprising a form of 
knowledge that allows exploitation of the subordinate 
class makes practical. Marx with your Revolutionary 
Tz·hay workers aware of the world and called for 
liberation from alienation to liberation and self-
consciousness and false consciousness or ideology of 
the dominant fundamental step in the proletarian 
revolution and proletarian dictatorship is considered.  

Today, private property rights or property of 
objects and properties in most countries and as 
transparent Nzrgrfth If someone other than property 
subject to abuse and rape will be punished. So today 
we feel a Azdl Mshghvlyhay and mechanisms to 
protect visitors and property objects in our control, 
mainly iodine Perhaps one of the most difficult to 
ignore the socialist system intrinsic sense of 
motivation and instinct for possession of other factors 
can be said that system failure.  

Ideas should be more closely related to the 
knowledge that Lyvtar Activities in the era of the 
references we have. Lyvtar Jean Francois (1998-
1925), including those in the discussions on this issue 
is raised. Main hypothesis postmodern condition 
Lyvtar fact that proves this: With the position of 
knowledge societies called post-industrial stage and 
go to step postmodern culture change and 
transformation is (Lyvtar, 1380, p. 61). Of his science 
is a discourse that has its own language games, during 
the past forty years leading science and technologies 
were forced to have dealings with the language, so the 
linguistic theories, problems of communication and 
cybernetics, modern theories of algebra and 

informatics, computers computer and language, 
problems in data storage and databases and more 
intelligent terminals complete the important areas of 
scientific research have in recent years. Look Lyvtar 
of technological developments have influence on the 
nature of knowledge and will. On the other hand his 
position and knowledge in postmodern societies 
Kampyvtryz·h forms a Kalagvnh looks that 
knowledge is produced and sales will continue. 
Within the next few years as knowledge has been 
generated force (the same. P. 62-61). Lyvtar claims 
that post-industrial era and post-modern, knowledge 
superiority and capabilities of its arsenal, national 
governments will maintain and strengthen its real 
doubt will. Thus, gap between developed countries 
and developing in the future will be greater, summary, 
while knowledge rather than towards the importance 
of education or political (administrative, executive, 
diplomatic, military) Published in their routes making 
money and capital will flow (the same pp. 66-63). The 
title is collaborating in the computer age, the problem 
of knowledge than ever the government or the 
government (same, p. 70).  

So That subject and the theoretical frameworks 
of dependency and power and wealth in new era of 
knowledge and communication has been paid. 
Because as Dryaftym maintain technological 
superiority and advantages of commercial superiority 
can be businesses or Mnjrgrdd research institutions, 
governments are following the rules and measures to 
control waste of resources to prevent their national 
wealth. But in the same place we must acknowledge 
that all countries dealing with this subject as the 
behavior is not only a dual-control measures are in 
some countries in this regard. For example, an 
originator may be unable to prevent another country is 
having people, especially while in the country of these 
rights there is no concrete rules. Thus one talks 
Azahdaf Gat during its national meeting in Uruguay to 
achieve agreement about intellectual property was, 
however, seems to realize the ideals considered 
holders Publications, inventions and discoveries is a 
long way ahead. 

How to shape the intellectual property rights: 
Developments set the West, especially the 

technical innovation of industrial _ caused the 
national units gradually became law to protect 
intellectual property rights and to implement approved 
spent. Expand communication and Mravdat between 
governments and nations which was the initial step in 
the nineteenth century, the international system for 
protection of intellectual property rights will form.  

The first attempt international milestone in the 
evolution of intellectual property is to the 1883 returns 
to the Paris Convention in support of industrial 
property rights was passed. 20 March 1883 in eleven 
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countries around the world that Belgium, Brazil, El 
Salvador, France, Guatemala, Italy, Netherlands, 
Portugal, Saudi Arabia, Spain and Switzerland came 
together in Paris and the document ratified by the 
International. But in the years after 1884 that 
Belgium, Brazil, France, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, 
Spain, Switzerland, Tunisia and the United Kingdom 
came in to join this Convention. Countries such as 
Norway, United States America, Dominican Republic 
and Germany is gradually joined this document 
(www.wipo.org / index).  

Second base and the main document that was 
adopted internationally, the conference in Bern in 
1886. Convention to protect literary and artistic works 
set was developed and that all works, including books 
(novels, poetry, and...), painting, sculpture, music, etc. 
will be covered. Belgium, France, Germany, Spain, 
Italy, Switzerland, Tunisia and the United Kingdom in 
December 1887 in the fifth to join this Convention in 
the reconstructed. The end of the nineteenth century 
the country Luxembourg, Monaco, Japan, the other 
members were added . (Ibid ) 

For more organization and administration to a 
Paris Convention Bureau was established. This office 
in 1893, another office within seven years ago and 
around Bonn Convention copyrights copyright was 
created, were merged and the Office International 
intellectual property protection established. The two 
conventions for the period between 1883 and 1945 
gradually according to different requirements, 
respectively, in the years 1900, Brussels, 1911 
Washington, 1925 The Hague, 1943 London and Paris 
in the years 1906, 1908 Berlin, 1914 Bern, Rome, 
1928 and amended a view were (Andrew Christie, 
2004, pp.552-561). 

Besides the problem of industrial patents and 
innovation, growth and trade expansion between 
commerce and the government were to recording 
signs and symptoms and the need to find commercial 
importance. Also, in 1891 to create the international 
system for registration within the Convention on 
International symptoms Paris, Madrid agreements 
signed. This agreement in 1934 (London) reform and 
were completed. Thus we see that the late nineteenth 
century the first initiatives to support international 
settings intellectual property rights formed until 1945, 
four international document developed gradually and 
was implemented in the field of creating cooperation 
among governments range to ensure intellectual 
property rights be strengthened in the world.  

Today, developments in the sack and all other 
heavy industries, industries with superior technology, 
biotechnology (Biotechnology), nano-technology 
(nano - technologies), nanotechnology 
(Nanotechnology - Biotechnology) and in other 
industries, including software and Electronics 

Industries has created a great revolution. So small 
world today and microprocessor chips to the 
developments in the field along with other 
information technology greatly improves the 
realization theory of global village, but must also see 
the village as the land of villages, neighborhoods with 
high and low neighborhood is, so Top neighborhoods 
control their share of the lands under water 
requirement had also continues to make them 
dependent Avamr and know your orders.  

In today's world information order and water is 
the third millennium world prosperity. Construction 
projects to support integrated circuits for the first time 
in America in 1984 with the support of law 
semiconductor chips has started (Ruth l. Okediji, 
2004.p.2). Digital Millennium Copyright Act in 1988, 
America also was important that the international 
debates about this important time in the world is 
occurring. Topics in European countries as well, 
especially intellectual property rights in this important 
document to a few years passed and have carried, 
including:  

• instructions Council of Europe about 
misleading and comparative Advertise (1984).  

• European Council instructions about the 
protection of semiconductor products Maps (1986). 

• First instructions to strengthen the Council of 
Europe member state laws on trademarks (1988). 

Topics should be mentioned alongside some of 
the approved plans and important international 
documents that the various aspects of intellectual 
property rights speaks, we have references. However, 
in this regard Topics discussed are wide, however 
some of these documents include:  

• Convention on intellectual property rights 
regarding the integrated circuits (1989).  

• Convention on copyright, Vaypv (1996). 
• Treaty Vaypv about usual performances and 

sound (1996). 
• dispute resolution policy about the uniform 

domain name (1999). 
• Paris Union member recommendations Vaypv 

about symptoms and other conditions of protection 
intellectual property rights in signs on the Internet 
(2001).  

In addition some of the documents mentioned 
institutions and the international community in 
relation to other intellectual property rights and 
development policies and different policies have been 
developed and approved. The institutions and the 
international community a wide range of regional 
institutions such as Europe Union, Organization of 
American States, African Union, the A Tuesday, as 
United Nations specialized agency institutions can be 
referred to (Hussein Norooz, 1386. Pp. 9). 
Conflict north and south: 
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As we have mentioned the different competition 
over intellectual property rights in the area of 
international political economy in two dimensions in 
vertical and horizontal has occurred. Aside from 
horizontal competition among great powers, which 
interact with each other active and valuable by the big 
players is pending, the other competitive vertical field, 
ie its specificity in other Prvarand. Under the 
dominion Bsvrtyk·h South برخوردھ���اي encouraged to 
try and punish all Nmvdn their position in 
international political economy have. This area seems 
to be two edge sword for South has the risk, so that 
one side toward the support of these rights and 
encourage the other hand, exposure to risk in the 
shadow of the power threat they are said. The 
relationship between Multinational companies are also 
significant. So that these companies actually control 
tool knowledge and technology in the South has 
become a good addition to the technology they bring 
to and do not for all their efforts and avoid tax rules 
apply depending on the South and put under the 
influence host governments and non-employment and 
higher education administrators in the South resulting 
profits return to their country, (Larsson and Skidmore, 
p. 221, 1383). Perhaps the story of oil and the 
presence of oil and British companies a clear example 
of a company presence in a country north to south and 
true depredate interests resulting from their economic 
activity is in Iran, so in late 1320 was part of the 
British government was more. Theoretical dependence 
of this topic will be considered. 

Michael Fyngr former World Bank on trade 
policy commitment will be in developing countries to 
implement trade agreements aspects of intellectual 
property rights to something about 60 billion dollars 
per year will be. In another report from the World 
Bank estimate is that annual growth of net rent due to 
thrips sheet patent for 6 countries to developing 
superior weighs 41 billion (America 19, Germany 8 / 
6, Japan 7 / 5, France 3 / 3, England 3, Switzerland 2 
billion). The annual net Zrrhay developing countries 
like South Korea 3 / 15, China 1 / 5, Mexico 6 / 2 
billion 903 million and India and Brazil will be 530 
million (Martin Khor, 2005, p.5). 

Of a major institutional development should also 
be said that today in different parts of the world 
including Europe, America, Africa, Asia and other 
communities and institutions as an important topic 
proprietary intellectual property rights follow. Also 
necessary to mention the fact that Nmayand front 
developments and the discourse of intellectual 
property rights after the development of the relations 
between countries north - south is influenced by bond. 
Various institutions like South Vaypv (its various 
committees), the Council of thrips and other 
institutions need to observe equity in the development 

of economic stress, and you do negotiations and 
bargain with periodic battery intend Vtdyl norms, 
rules and practices are can be said in this competition 
and pressure in the mix and should be done long 
conflict areas in northern Vjnvb follows Msadyq 
attention and was investigated (Hussein Norooz, 1386. 
P.10). 

Robert Gylpyn believes: the development of 
technology and nature along with superior Jvyanh 
heart concerns about national security has led the U.S. 
to support high technology industry as one considers 
important. In addition to an attempt to slow the flow 
range used in industrial science, international support 
for U.S. intellectual property rights in trade 
negotiations as a matter of principle has considered 
his Gilpin.1987)). U.S. companies play an important 
role in supporting " intellectual property rights "have 
the importance that U.S. foreign policy it will. 
Community participation twelve spiritual factors 
important American company that provided the 
general principles of industrial original spectrum was 
founded in 1986 and its aim is to support intellectual 
property rights. Forum includes direct relationship 
between intellectual property protection and 
intellectual property rights, international competition 
is the U.S. Without the support of intellectual property 
rights required U.S. companies can not profit from the 
production process developed enough to have in the 
world market. Foreign companies that violate 
intellectual property rights law, shall have less value, 
because they pay only a copy. As a result companies 
outlaw American companies in comparison with the 
original value Afzvdh gain value can be lower their 
business. However, this situation can have negative 
consequences for producers in the company is. So that 
a known software Bsth equal to five hundred U.S. 
dollars sold, whereas if the copy is less than seven and 
a half dollars in foreign countries sold (Ibid, p.343). 
Proliferation smuggling of American television 
programs, including audio tapes and video tapes in 
most parts of the world is common. U.S. International 
Trade Commission estimates that the loss of 
American trade in 1986 to break this law has been 
entered between 43 and 61 billion dollars is (Medford, 
1989, p.33).  

In response to U.S. trade pressure will be 
compiled, the U.S. government has worked to support 
international intellectual property rights increases, and 
this work as a unilateral, bilateral and multilateral test. 
American trade law, the government can sanction 
trade retaliation against countries that support 
intellectual property rights short, they can apply. 
Under Article 301 of the General Trade and 
Competition Act of 1988 that the extra 301 is known, 
the U.S. government will be required against countries 
where intellectual property rights protection and the 
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necessary paid enough, or do not help U.S. markets 
refusal shall apply to such sanctions. 301 per year by 
the law must be provided a list of foreign countries 
that adequate protection of intellectual property rights 
turns soldiers. After considering damaging activities 
and policies of countries, the American trade 
sanctions should immediately trade actions against his 
will. Imposed sanctions that commercial activities and 
interests that affect the country or the Organization of 
American trade with the wrongdoer must pay 
negotiations to be clear why Sadler.1992, p.416)).  

In 1989, U.S. trade representatives presented a 
list of 25 countries that their activities will require 
special attention. Eight countries: Brazil, India, 
Republic of Korea, Mexico, China, Saudi Arabia, 
Taiwan and Thailand were the priority list, because 
the negotiations of bilateral and multi-way acceptable 
progress in support of intellectual property rights 
obtained with them respectively. In many countries 
the result of negotiations with behavior change is the 
result of intellectual property rights in countries such 
as: Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, China, Taiwan and 
South Korea (USTR, May 1, 1998 / 05/98-44.pdf).  

In 1991, while over the North American Free 
Trade Agreement NAFTA negotiations were 
conducted with the U.S., Mexico, copyright law and 
the operation license passed. Final agreement to 
reform NAFTA Mexico was postponed. One of the 
results is that the NAFTA negotiations, Mexico was 
intended for the software and satellite video and sound 
recording copyright law to use. Just Prvanh operation 
and support business information and trade secrets in 
Mexico and Canada one of the achievements of the 
NAFTA agreement is Namh (1993.p.85.Schott). 

On the other hand Namh Gat agreement that was 
passed in 1993 under the pressure of developed 
countries and the United States, conditions related to 
trade intellectual property rights accepted. Thrips of 
negotiations to strengthen intellectual property rights 
effectively focused. Negotiations to resolve this 
through the mechanism described Mzakrh multilateral 
payment and accept the minimum standards of 
protection of intellectual property rights in this 
national conditions part of the World Trade 
Organization was able to know that as Gat multilateral 
free trade negotiations to introduce (Bifani, 1993, 
p.56.). Also, special points were given to developed 
countries and agreed upon or developed for improving 
intellectual property rights laws compatible with the 
minimum standards to be considered required time 
and at least some of the company's continued their 
negotiations for a commercial Janbh necessary the 
attention is placed (Belize, p.346.). Many developed 
nations almost world wide efforts to improve America 
for international support and commitment of countries 
to intellectual property rights have expressed 

satisfaction and support. Such examples that support 
the Madrid Protocol on the protection of trademarks 
can be seen. Also, many developed countries have the 
world to try to coordinate intellectual property rights 
and unification of national and international levels, 
effective steps should be (. American Bar Association, 
1993, p6). 

In December 1996 a conference held by the 
World Intellectual Property Organization that the two 
solutions in order to promote cooperation and 
coordination levels of intellectual property rights had 
been proposed. In this year the basic step to strengthen 
intellectual property rights on the Internet was 
removed. Based on this law "digital transmission and 
distribution of literary and artistic works should be 
controlled Msrh Copyright law in Bern is made. The 
deal also differences between America and EU 
copyright law makes Europe. Second World 
Intellectual Property Organization treaty about View 
the video and audio can be serious, said field 
instrument to support audio and video programs in the 
will (Ibid). But the basic features that cases of non-
collaborating fully with eyes that eats every few 
developed countries in important ways to work 
together, but conflict between them about intellectual 
property law enforcement there. (Tyson, 1992, p.18) 
negotiations between developing countries in 
connection with intellectual property protection 
between Japan and America Msadyq one of the most 
serious conflicts in the two international Drrsh is also 
an important effect on the foreign policy approaches 
of both countries has opened Porter, 1993)).  

Deaths in the mid-eighties (1980) U.S. trade 
sanctions in response to America, Japan, bilateral 
trade talks with the Japanese government aims to be 
the United States of America such discussions to 
increase access to Japanese markets. The more 
Americans demanded the Japanese government 
support software production and prevent America 
from Japanese manufacturers of copy were reduced. 
As a result, the talks, the Japanese were forced to 
Copyright law for 50 years of applied software and 
therefore the standard rules U.S. must coordinate 
(Tyson. 1992 p. 59). 

In the late 90th century, America to compensate 
for your trade deficit with Japan and weaknesses of 
the inadequacies of applying intellectual property 
rights in Japan can be used. Japan once again in the 
list of countries was intense care, according to 
research results were clear enough in this country and 
protecting intellectual property rights protection does 
not. Therefore, Japan should be waiting on the 
protection of intellectual property rights in response to 
pressure America and Europe and that we cause the 
formation of strategic business development and 
technology is national (Lehman, p.5).  
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North - South: gap and superiority politics  
If the industrial world divided into three areas 

mentioned above, these three areas are: America, 
Europe and Japan. The three main terminals 
manufacturers also called science. Today, in the 
process of knowledge production process to research 
and development is Mtjly. Nktad ranking based on the 
innovation capacity in the world in the years 1995 to 
2001 with country capacity, medium and low marked 
the selection of these are:  

In the first group (top), Sweden, Finland, 
Canada, America, Australia, Denmark, Norway, UK, 
Netherlands, Belgium, Japan, France, Germany, New 
Zealand, Switzerland, Austria, Taiwan, Iceland, 
Ireland, rank 1 to 20 were.  

Group II (average) Philippines, Egypt, Peru, 
Thailand, Malaysia, Tunisia, Kyrgyzstan, Colombia, 
China, Zimbabwe, Iran and the United Arabic rank 60 
to 75 were to have established.  

The third group (below) Cameroon, Ghana, 
Ivory Coast, Bangladesh, Uganda, Yemen, 100 to 115 
Mvytany rank achieved (UNCTAD, 2005, P.114). 
According to data from other process research and 
development situation in the world during the years 
1996 to 2002 (top ten economies of the world total 
research and development affairs) were America, 
Japan, Germany, France, Britain, China, South Korea, 
Canada, Italy and Sweden. According to the same 
statistics among developing countries active in 
research and development affairs of the top 10 
economies were: China, Korea, Taiwan, Brazil, 
Russia, India, Mexico, Singapore, Turkey and Hong 
Kong (Ibid, p.105 ). From 1987 to 2003 the world's 
top patent countries were: America 4 / 36 percent, 
Europe Union 3 / 30 percent, Japan 7 / 27 percent and 
other countries 7 / 7 percent (OECD, 2006, P.11). So 
many critics, including international political 
economy thirty Nyran Jayv it that the integration of 
intellectual property law and World Trade 
Organization will Samari Gat useful effects. Their 
criticism about the conditions Gat and the World 
Trade Organization to have summary below, if we 
want the World Trade Organization agreement on the 
basis of intellectual property rights act, developed 
countries struggle with implementing the military 
strategy that is suitable for their business and superior 
technology they maintain. These suggestions very 
Mhkmtr Paris agreement and are more practical. Such 
agreements, international and multi cause the property 
to create points of construction are highly developed 
countries and Third World trade and the invention will 
be free role. Increasing field between developed 
countries and developing increased concern about 
copyright law is. Developed countries and the U.S. 
recently to support demand stronger protection of 
international copyright have. Developing countries in 

this view the U.S. role in global copyright protection 
better known (Rao1989, p.1056).  

U.S. dual attitude as one of the powers today's 
top supporter of intellectual property rights can pause, 
so that the country already use Knndh Bvsylh things 
that the foreigners were produced as a producer for 
foreign markets. As a result, the signing Tvafqnamh 
Bern or even refuse to respect foreign copyright seen 
was ill for a long time. Until it works with artistic and 
literary development in the country was forced to 
accept the agreement about to put. In fact, the U.S. 
agreed to in 1989 had not signed the Berne Namh. 
America was the latest country to support the attached 
copyright law (Shapiro, 1989, p.577).  

However, although currently the developed 
countries still use Knndh artistic and literary works 
are, but they Bvsylh U.S. have been under pressure to 
copyright laws and respect it. However, countries that 
follow their development strategies, the risk of trade 
retaliation and the need to direct development and 
external incentives to create strong demand for the 
developed countries for stronger protection of 
intellectual property rights to agree. According to the 
same status as Structuralism can be serious effects in 
developing countries is in the center and surrounding 
dependence lead. Although the approach in 
developing countries or developed as the United 
States are not the same approach, so that some, 
especially to East Asian development model had to be 
in doubt should look and try to advance the 
conservative aspects of their situation and seek doubt 
that their Rahbrany unique in the modern world or 
copy Bnamnd professional. Some evidence of 
violations of primary rules and approach the second 
and copyright laws in this country sent to. So that 
samples of this deviation in the use of innovations or 
even commercial signs in their eyes clearly eats. 
Samples from thousands of cases in the copy of the 
famous brands including Nike and Adidas clothing, 
etc., to produce innovations of spent (Vender 1993, 
p.33.). China and some other countries in this sample 
of head and Mdan are imitation. Some of these 
countries or in skilled automatically copy the samples 
are real (Caveat Vendor, p.33). In the sample using 
such software Brdaryha Drnrm Vlaym and trademarks 
Vnrm Computer Software is fully evident. Lack of 
support and trademarks الوص�����ول easy to copy from 
this brand can be used to secure the market for 
suppliers to use the psychological risk to be. On the 
other hand support copyright owner of life to fifty 
years after his death continues. Copyright, such as 
construction points to encourage invention and 
innovation are essential Without this support, the 
production cause the competition again Bvsylh loss 
research to create computer software, computer data, 
literary works, artistic and scientific work will be. The 
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time pressure on Asian countries into American 
Bvsylh is to support its copyright and trademarks 
increase. April 20, 1993, Thailand attempted 
intellectual property rights to formally consider a 
series of austerity and prevent illegal copyright 
materials on April 30 approved and the date of the 
new list came out (Caveat Vendor1993. P. 33). In 
October 1992 AD, China Komiteh official support 
copyright law formed this country to support the 
works of Foreign Tvafqnamh Bern to do it. But the 
years of disability or lack of interest in China in the 
country's strong support of copyright and thrips has 
caused hundred percent of U.S. tariffs on more than 
one million Chinese applied to imports, however, that 
bilateral negotiations will prevent this work. Join U.S. 
and China relations showed profound challenges in 
the relationship the two countries over intellectual 
property rights has been started. China in a period 
1990 Bvsylh USA has been under pressure to amend 
section 306 of the agreement and intellectual property 
rights had brought strong support otherwise trade 
agreement under Article 306 of the 1974 sanctions, 
and U.S. is This can apply sanctions to. 64 of 1996, 
China has closed the commercial center and export 
products that are protected by intellectual property 
reduced (USTR. 1998.P.98.).  

In the trade and post other topic as the World 
Trade Ahrmhay salutary competition and prevent 
monopoly and inequality in the human dimension is 
considered. Although the legal approaches such open 
area that can still compete North _ South Nabrabryha 
there and even more can be said will be along. 
Ahrmhay including legal considerations can be said 
with the intensification of intellectual property rights 
in international trade and commercial considerations 
to development must be considered. Business 
monopolies and economic development, issues related 
to competition and public interest in the South to 
eclipse, because the principle of international 
intellectual property rights and competition is the 
fundamental tension. Therefore, the formation of base 
and lead to unfair competition in making some 
considerations were. The considerations considered 
the patent for the production processes can be flexible 
in economic thrips patent product, pharmaceutical, 
chemical and food noted. About unfair competition 
can be said that paragraph 2 of Article 10 and Article 
10 paragraph 3 and paragraph 2 of Article 8 against 
the unfair competition practices are commercial and 
industrial dignity, refers to (Hussein Norooz, 1386, p. 
359).  

 
Conclusion  

What was paid in this article means that while 
the control knowledge and technology development 
surrounding countries has global political and 

economic relations play an important role is claimed. 
From the viewpoints of freedom or national trade or 
Constructivism, knowledge and technology basis for 
power and wealth form. In the field of global 
competition, individuals, companies and people 
understand that knowledge and technology to create 
relative advantages are due. Therefore support the 
intellectual property rights and U.S. foreign policy 
concern in many developed countries has created. 
Student behavior and beliefs of individuals, 
companies and nations under pressure and thus their 
wealth and power to influence development. Power 
and wealth that they enjoy and can influence fields 
and their superiority in the global attention Qrardhnd. 
I think the same occasion to reach one of the 
fundamental concerns today and the level of 
international political economy must evaluate, Axis 
has the ability and knowledge is knowledge is power. 
Based on this, you will see how the major powers 
acting in a dual attempt to seek pardon from the basic 
fact have relative advantages. This process seems to 
once again played the symphony from the conductors 
affiliation political economy of international search 
will be.  
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